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The Notre Dame Cathedral fire, which engulfed the iconic 850-year-old house of worship in the French capital,
was extinguished at 3:30 a.m Tuesday, officials said.A major fire erupted at the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris
on Monday. The cause of the blaze remains unclear, but officials do not suspect terrorism or arson. About 50
people are involved with the ...Paris: Investigators suspect an electrical short-circuit was the most likely cause of
the Notre-Dame Cathedral fire, according to a French judicial police official. The official, who did not wish
...Notre Dame fire: What we know A major fire erupted at the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris on Monday. The
cathedral's rector said Friday a "computer glitch" might have been behind the blaze.A fire has engulfed the
Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris, one of the city's most iconic sights. The fire began at 6:50 p.m. local time
Monday, the Paris fire department said, and continued to burn ...Notre Dame fire cause may have been electrical
– official Blaze at Paris cathedral being treated as accidental but search of interior yet to take place due to safety
risk.Investigators Reveal Likely Cause of Notre Dame Fire. Karl Rove Says This Dem Candidate Could Beat
Trump in 2020 . Media Obsessed With Impeachment After Release of Mueller Report .How badly was Notre
Dame damaged? F rench restoration artists will need to repair the entire roof of Notre Dame along with its spire.
Both burned to cinders in Monday night's fire, and there is a ...Share Notre Dame fire cause may have been
electrical tweet share Reddit Pocket Flipboard Email A firefighter uses a hose to douse flames billowing from
the roof at Notre-Dame Cathedral in Paris on ...Notre-Dame Cathedral in Paris was devastated Monday by a
fire. The police are still trying to ascertain the cause of the fire. While the fire may now be under control, the
weight of waterlogged ... - Notre Dame Fire Cause

